Abstract. We find necessary and sufficient conditions on g such that / » g (resp. g « f) is a function of bounded variation for all/of bounded variation.
variation. BV is not closed under composition (example: / ° g where/(x) = Vjc; g(0) = 0, g(x) = x2 sin2(l/x) for x ^ 0). Here we characterize those functions g whose right (resp. left) composition operation/-»/ ° g (resp./-* g ° f) preserves BV. Proof. Let;? be a discontinuity of A, which is not a discontinuity of A, for/ < i. Then/7 is a discontinuity of h, contributing a jump of at least 3"" -2y>, 3~J = \3~' in h, but contributing no more than 2 2/>1-3_> = 3~i+l to 2 v(h¡). If each A, G BV, i.e. has only a finite number of discontinuities, the inequality follows. Otherwise some h¡ has infinitely many discontinuities, and v{h) = v(h¡) = oo. Necessity. If g does not satisfy a Lipschitz condition on I, there exist y¡¡ < z¡¡ with \g(y¡¡) -g(z¿')| > (n2 + n)\y¿ -z'¿\ for any n = 1, 2,-Since I is compact, there is a convergent subsequence [y'n] of {^'}. Say>^-»>\ Take a further subsequence [yn] with |>> -.yj < (n + l)-2. Take {z"} to be the corresponding subsequence of {z^'j, and 5rt = \y" -z"|. We have \g(yn) -g(z")| > (n2 + n)8", and hence 8n < (n2 + n)~x. v(f, (n + iy\ «-') = 2m\y" -zn\ + \y"_x -tn\ where t" = yn or z" < 2m'5" + \yn_x -y\ + \y -yn\ + \yn -z"| < 2{n2 + n)~x + n'2 + (n + l)~2 + n~2 < 5n~2.
Since 2 n~2 converges,/ G BV. Chaika and Waterman [1] obtained a theorem analogous to our Theorem 4, but for certain classes larger than BV. Interestingly, they found the Lipschitz condition to be necessary and sufficient in those cases as well.
